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ability to lend; when the banks do lend, it forces them to lend against
relatively short-term, marketable securities; the need to protect
banks’ reserves during panics can lead them to hoist interest rates
and thereby aggravate a panic; and the public’s knowledge that the
banks have not the reserves to meet large unanticipated demands for
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importance. In Scotland, where in the early eighteenth century
considerable freedom for banking experiment was permitted, the
danger to home credit which sprangfrom a sudden conversion ofa
considerable quantity of noteswas early noticed. The danger lay in
the suddenness ofthe demand: the banks could have obtainedgold
had they been apprised some time previously. The demand was
usually quite unconnected with any decrease of confidence in the
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In fact, they would actually gain if the bank suspended and then had
to pay them compensation. At the margin, a noteholder would be
less likely to run if he thought others might run—the prospect of
compensation would encourage a noteholder todefer redemption in
the hope that others would force the bank to suspend.8 This discour-



continued tosell gold bills would be well aware of the risk they were
taking—the risk that the market would suddenly correct itself and
that they would suffer capital losses. Even if they could maintain
the momentum of falling prices, they would become increasingly
nervous about when the market would turn. The slightest rumor
might trigger the turnaround. In these circumstances, the banks’



Ilie tighter the credit squeeze becomes, the more prices will tall,
and the more businesses will fail. This applies to banks as well as to
other businesses, and banks might indeed be more vulnerable than
most other firms. Banks’ assets are less marketable than their liabili-
ties, and they tend to be more sensitive to market interest rates.
Consequently, a large rise in interest rates will reduce a bank’s net
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that their notes continue to be acceptable in day-to-day exchange,
and there would be no reason why other people—apart from would-
be specie exporters—should refuse to accept them at the usual rates
of exchange against commodities. The notes would therefore con-
tinue to be generally acceptable even when there is a “shortage” of
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ing that shareholder liability would increase ifthe option were exer-
cised. Even if the bank was perceived to have a low net worth, the
exercise of the option clause would simultaneously increase the
bank’s capital, and the shareholders would risk their own capital if
they allowed their management to take excessive risks. The public
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before the government intervenes to suppress convertibility. The
anticipation of the suspension then creates (or intensifies) a bank
panic that can force the government’s intervention. The intervention
then appears to be necessary to meet the panic—and might well be
necessary, once the panic has gotgoing—butthe panic is itselfcaused
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adopted the option clause.
For reasons that are not entirely clear, there was considerabli

controversy in the early 1760s over the clause and the issue of small
notes. Adam Smith’s strictures about the option clause presumabl)
reflect something of contemporary opinion, but Meulen (1934, pp
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issued it;a condition which the holders of such notes might fre-
quently find it verydifficult to fulfill, and whichmust havedegraded
this currency below the value of gold and silver money.

Unfortunately, little else is known about their use in England.18

Option clauses were also allowed for a brief period in Sweden.
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achieved. On the other hand, UpperCanada paid a terrible price;
the effects of the panicare said tohave been worse than anywhere

on the continent. Its banks found that a total contraction innew loans
ofalmost one-halfwas necessary to protect reserves. In contrast, the
banks of Lower Canadacontracted new loans by about one-quarter
from their 1837 peak to their February 1838 low. Consequently,
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